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cited: Air-Force patrol drill notes at the prison;  

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

By Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 5118-5218 

dedicated to the birth of my real and not the imposter brother dhruv fotadar/mike c. and all in my 

actualized brotherhood and not their impostors …  recent searches are now identifying his imposters 

primary as female; uh only one of us two is female, and it’s not him.  

tag[s]: the nobility of begging; saintly journeys in real-word; and in real-world militia; and bio-fiction; 

fiction reviews, cited: f.b.i. drills too, militia counseling and edifications; philosophical definitions of 

fiction versus non-fiction; who is which, which is who 

 

 

theme: have fake cops and militia finally destroyed my life by giving me an illegal record of crime 

while I pay their bills and don’t actually commit crime just because they don’t know what a cited: c.i.a. 

operative is,  

theme: risking getting a criminal record, when not actually committing crime 
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Preceding factors: received a cited: C.I.A. mandate to take money out of a church bucket like about $20 

…  then, a non-recovering drug addict; at least one that maintains does not want to recover; through 

denial of attendance mandates for recovering especially, or by attending on purpose for not useful 

purpose, hoax meetings; threatened a bunch of especially militia members in person for following the 

required to follow mandate.  

 

When they felt as a mutual agreement that this in-person public threat; was a destructive pattern that 

might wrongly harm others and would do so with the support of the fake cops and fake militia; including 

especially non-militia members; and so asked for another translation for the mandate; after having 

followed it exactly as described for a time. 

 

The translation has to do with spirited effect to end robbery; in a request of actual desperation; much 

like respiration. 

 

In minutes; I used the program of myself as X marks the target: pretend if you will that this part is bio-

fiction; 

To re-direct the enemies of all: VV [II]; what’s that? To myself as X marks the target; which of course is 

just a slight change that I consent to; of myself anyway; or the primary and first X marks the target; and I 

think others are now in training,  

for that sequential development program,  

… 

In moments I was arrested for an illegal citation; which I thought I had cleared; but was hoping to return 

to court for at some point; I hadn’t done anything wrong; and had never committed a crime; I heard the 

end of the drill; just short of getting out of the pen a few days later. The pen was a cited: C.I.A. base; 

where fake cops and fake militia were pretending to be in charge; but were controlled by the actual 

cited: C.I.A. like as in voice-over and the such that wasn’t part of the arrested portion of the drill. Of 

course not everybody arrested falsely or otherwise is a militia member; how might you know the 

difference; especially when some were disguised in appearance. Well which militia and such officials 

were directly responsible for getting you in and out. When you identify them even undercover you have 

access to actual power in society if they choose to assist you; how do you apply for such assistance?  

 

Getting out of the pen; for the first time; if even in a drill; was highly dangerous just especially at the 

end; where there were not so safe people in chains and myself among one of them just not of the same 

type of danger. 

theme: unjust danger versus just danger; 

And we had to leave at night in a van like the movies; scariest or more horror parts, of such. The only 

portrayed male; of the arrested was not wearing cuffs; but I suspect through digital imaging witnessed 
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cover-ups; there were more males; and I of course am uh female; but not all of them were unjustly 

dangerous; then like the cited: matrix; the driver changed near the end; and it was safer.  

 

I wasn’t sure if everyone was cuffed or not; since there was a lot of gyrating and head moving; and it 

reminded me of one of those cited: us marshal[l?]s movies; 

 

What was the point of the drill; I wonder; here are some of the things; I noticed connected to this phase 

of my uh … this deployment: but according to fake cops and militia I’m still an uncaught criminal on the 

run, living in fear of them finding me again; and that they are sure I am not the head of anything; as my 

now legal problems demonstrate, they think …  and one lady wearing my clearance for the rest of the 

day “sheriff” told me that she was sure that I, or “you don’t hire anybody for a thing.” Later or before 

the fake cops and militia demonstrated, how much they felt about people’s assholes. I was publicly 

arrested during the start of the drill; the fake cops and militia covering themselves up; digitally; so I 

wouldn’t notice them; while I was seated waiting for a soup kitchen, uh; as black, white and chicano 

with non-reformed criminal records and uh these people filled themselves on my Asian and or Navajo 

heritage. I believe this is a demonstration of racism. You have to think deep about who is the primary 

sponsor of the soup kitchen; or any such.  

[continued on 5218] Some trigger finds:  

Close-up stalking; gets caught by going into the prison system 

Fake cops-militia get nullified when you haven’t actually committed crime; and are still going, … 

arresting you; it takes them days past fingerprinting you for not committing crime; while being shown 

how you haven’t committed crime; to finally get it; and usually the cited: c.i.a. has to interfere; other 

militia clearances aren’t high enough.  I’m gonna bet based on past patrols of mine; that they will just 

forget in their unjust convenience what they’ve been told that’s actual the oath of truth.  

What if you’ve worked against odds; to not commit crime; fake militia-cops [m.c.]  don’t give a damn.  

The final review answer is despite the myth and mist: housing no longer exists; in entropy people are 

either in housing at a past-time time, or a past predicting future time, and there is no current to moving 

future housing from this present. [Huh? What.] 

 

Besides knowing that you are a militia member; or one in training; and hearing and or being cued to 

patrol signals, that a drill is going in wherever and anywhere you are; you may want to recall; that the 

entire world is a cited: C.I.A. base; no joke.  
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